ONLINE OFFENSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ABSTRACT

Online offense management system and public services is application software. Online offense management and public services is to maintain tracking all the information about police department in an efficient and effective way through Online. It is particularly designed for a police department to automate the maintenance of records that are related to a particular case. It takes all the information as input from the forms and stores it in a database.

Always a case starts with a First Information Report (FIR), which is a legal form of complaint given in a police station given by the informant. Later police proceeds with the investigation which involves some other records such as Case diary (CD), Arrest form, Remand Case diary (RCD), Charge sheet (CS) and at last Court case diary (CCD).

Whenever there is a Case like Robbery, Murder etc, Department have to book FIR (First Information Report), which holds Information that was first collected regarding to that Case. In the existing system, first they will take the complaint manually and they will enter into System. There are repetitions of many fields in records. To obtain a particular information we need FIR no to check the information of any accused person, which is a tedious job involving effort and time.

Proposed system is the automated system which provides a user friendly environment while entering FIR and related tasks. This software avoids data redundancy by storing the data at one place in the database and get that data as per the requirement. You need not check all the records to obtain particular information but
you can obtain the results just by a mouse click. It reduces the amount of effort and time needed to do it manually.

In this project we have one more module which is CITIZEN CHARTER. In this we come to know that any citizen or person can directly interact easily with Police through mail and they can send the Complaint, Suggestions, and if it is necessary they can know the Status of the Case. We welcome Suggestions from citizens to serve better. Suggestions can be sent to Stations Sub Divisional Police officer. This Status will be send by the Administrator. Prevention of crime, maintenance of law and order Registration, investigation and prosecution of Crime. By Citizen Charter the Police Department is providing more security for the information which is given by the Public.